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Six candidates are challenging
a three term Alderman, Michael D.
Chandler whose ward is on the
Westside of Chicago, once the
home of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and a community that suffered
the riots that followed Dr. King’s
death. It is also a place that has been
devastated by decades of racial
barriers (economic and
educational), neglect, abuse, and
exploitation of many of the African
Americans that have lived and
moved here since the 1950’s.

Remaining are the generations
that are fighting to offset the
negative effects of gentrification,
and not to forget the destruction
caused by the bad choices of many

in the use of drugs as a way of life

“FIGHTING FOR THE PEOPLE”
Chandler seeking fourth term as 24th Ward Alderman

(selling and consuming).
In this type of battlefield, anger, at

seemingly being stuck in the mud, is
targeted at what appears to be a
community not moving up the
economic ladder. This interview with
the incumbent 24th Ward Alderman
Michael D. Chandler sheds some light
on his track record, and thoughts for
the 24th ward and on himself.

In 1995, Chandler was elected to
be Alderman of the 24th Ward. Since
then, the ward has seen structural
improvements new housing, new
schools, two new strip shopping malls,
new businesses, community centers,
churches, police stations, a fire station,
and more recently a National City
Bank, a Starbucks, and an AIDSCARE
residential facility, senior housing, new

street lighting, streets and more.
“I want this neighborhood to be the

best neighborhood in the city,” said
Chandler. There are about 500 vacant
lots left in the ward according to
Chandler. Many individuals have
formed networks of support to make
all of the above accomplishments a
reality. A few of these developments
were in their infancy before he was
elected. But one of the necessary spokes
in the wheel of community
redevelopment that helps make these
accomplishments a reality is the
Aldermanic office.

In his 1st term and even leading up
to it, Chandler made his mission to
clean up and close down every illegal
junkyard. One of the largest is a former
dumpsite that is now a vacant lot

See Chandler page 424th Ward Alderman Michael Chandler

Diane Jones has always been a
determined, independent woman who
has worked hard to build a business
and improve her community. She aims
to use that same determination to
change the focus and nature of
Chicago’s City Clerk’s office. Miguel
Del Valle is the current City Clerk.

Prior to entering politics, Jones
was an entrepreneur; first, as a
cosmetologist and second as the
owner of a home day care on the North
Side. But, Jones has made her mark
as a public servant as the director of
several community and business
organizations. Those organizations
include: Successful Independent
Network Association, Garfield Park
Chamber of Commerce and the
Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance.

The Cabrini Green native believes
that the combination of business
know-how and community
organizing uniquely qualifies her to
run the city clerk’s office efficiently
and effectively and thus, is the one of

the reasons why she is running for the
office.

“I know that I can make a
difference in the city clerk’s office
because the office has been riddled
with corruption. The community has
trusted me because I care about
integrity,” Jones said. Jones believes
that she can do the job and make
the city clerk’s office a place where
customer service is appreciated and
valued by city residents.

If elected Jones said that she would
make the office more accessible to the
public with improved customer
service. Jones adds that customer
service would be the top order because
she does not want people to be hesitant
about coming to the clerk’s office for
information and service due to poor
customer service.

“Every document there (clerk’s
office) is a public record,” said Jones.
They (residents) want to know what is
going on with city government.”

Another change that Jones would

like to implement is a reduction in the
cost for the city stickers, which is
currently $30-$90 with a $40 late fee.
Jones estimates that parking costs
Chicago residents between $200-$250
a month for a parking space in the city’s
congested neighborhoods .

“I would propose that community
municipal parking be built in
communities that have an over
abundance of cars that have nowhere
to park,” said Jones. “You (residents)
can park their car overnight and then
you can move your car in the morning
or you can pay a monthly parking fee.
If you had community municipal
parking people would not have to park
in no parking zones.

Other changes that Jones would
make are the elimination of the Denver
boot, introduce new ordinances and
create an atmosphere of teamwork and
cooperation.

  Jones started her political career
as a member of the Committee to Elect
Rickey Hendon in 1996. Later, she

Diane Jones: Looking to Become the First
Female City Clerk of Chicago

became Sen. Hendon’s co-campaign
manager and worked on Cong. Danny
K. Davis’ Committee for Economic
Development.

Wilbert Bledsoe is NLCN’s
Managing Editor . To comment on this
article visit our weblog at:
www.nlcn.org.

Diane Jones

Wallace Davis

In his words, “Wallace Davis is
a man who is committed to his
community. He has passion for
people. He has passion for the kids
and the senior citizens.” Wallace
Davis, former 27th ward alderman
more recently noted for being the
owner of Wallace’s Catfish Corner
strongly believes that he will once
again return to the city council on
the love of the people. He certainly
has more than  the usual sincere
devotion that is exhibited in other
campaigns.

A waitress at his restaurant she
was passionate about how he helps
people. “He gives people a chance.
He helps people in the group of

Wallace Davis: The People’s Choice
people. “He doesn’t look down on
people on what they go through. He’s
a good man,” said Debra, the
waitress serving food on the dining
room side of his restaurant.

Wallace is also family man with
two younger daughters and a wife at
home. One daughter, Tina who
working with his campaign and
several granddaughters. Yes, all
girls.

From 1983-1987, Davis was the
Alderman for the 27th Ward. This
time he is running in the 2nd ward.

Davis wants to champion low
income housing, He has plans for
employment, education and police
relations. Davis believes that your

only as strong as the people around.
you. Davis is making a grassroots
campaign effort to garner strong
support. Using his experience of
networking, teamwork  from those
who often have been neglected and
he has a message of hope for those in
the downtown.

Seniors in the community are the
are one of the main reasons that
Wallace Davis is running. Wallace
had 9.000 petitions within the second
day. The seniors are important to him
because they have paved the way. “I
want to be bothered with them. I want
to make sure they are not living in
fear,” said Davis. For more
information contact his campaign
office at 773 533-2007
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Where: 1211 S. Western, Suite 203
Time: 6:00 p.m.

Date: March 15, 2007
Free Training in Community Journalism!

Everyone is Welcome!
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Attract More CLIENTS or
CUSTOMERS! ADVERTISE in the

North Lawndale Communty News
FOR RATES: CALL 312.492.9090

A HAND UP RECOVERY HOMES, NFP
IN CONJUNCTION WITH

CAREY TERCENTANARY A.M.E. CHURCH
1448 S. Homan

Presents
A COMMUNITY FORUMA COMMUNITY FORUMA COMMUNITY FORUMA COMMUNITY FORUMA COMMUNITY FORUM

For the Entire Family
Saturday, February 24, 2007

1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
To address

1.Why is Education important?
Panelists:  Cheryl Washington, Digistat Inc.

 Vera Davis, Westside NAACP
2.Why we should say No to drugs?

Panelists:  Lavelle, Wilbert Cook, A Hand Up Recovery
Homes

     Why we need to improve our Health?
Panelists:  Margaret Davis, Black Nurses Assoc.

Charmaine Latimore, Spiritual Awakening Enterprize
Special Thanks to: Alderman Michael D. Chandler

State Representative Art Turner
and Rev. Walter C. Harris

For More Information, please call: 773.522.7330

The North Lawndale Community News is now published
weekly by Strategic Human Services. Our purpose is to help
inform our community on resources, events, and issues
relevant to them and our neighboring communities. Our
community includes those who live, work, worship in, and/
or care about North Lawndale. Our focus is on positive,
productive solutions, that will improve the lifestyle of our
community members.
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The primary focus for SHS/ NLCN during 2007 will
be People and Education. Our history of people is great.
People have strived to create progress in our community,
raised their families, created businesses, triumphed over
adversaries, and worked in the community. All year long
NLCN will  focus on  articles related to people and
education throughout our newspaper, weblog, and
website that serves the Westside of Chicago.

Acquiring a greater knowledge of each other through
wisdom and a genuine feeling of caring for each other
in our micro-local community areas and homes will
improve the connection we should have between each
other. Using our God given resources which are himself
and each other will create an environment that will
provide a climate of positive growth. Confidence in each
other and  assuming this responsibility will overcome
our fear in valuing this vulnerable process because
loving and caring about others does open us up to
dissapointment. But the strong overcome fear and the
dissapointments that may happen. We just have to be
wise as change agents of the people divide. We must
really care about each other.

Education with wisdom can reduce and minimize
high rates of unemployment and underemployment,
produce healthier citizens, and reduce the dependency
on traditional welfare. The West Side is changing, we
have to make it in favor of everyone, equitably.

Throughout the year, we will connect you with
resources and residents working in these areas. NLCN
will continue to provide news and information on issues
and events that are relevant to our readers, as well as
touch on the focus of our previous years. By becoming
an educated wise people, knowing, loving and caring
about each other more, we can more participate and
benefit in making our communities model
neighborhoods. We hope by reading this community
newspaper,  you will  become or remain inspired to
keep moving foward to a better life.
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Congratulations
      FRESH ‘N’ OFF

THE HOOK(Home of
the

Truth)

targeted to be a movie studio. Another is the area
where now resides the 10th District police station.
In a June 2000 issue of the North Lawndale
Community News Chandler stated, “I want to be
remembered as the Alderman who cleaned up
North Lawndale.” Chandler was the Alderman
when ICE theatres were opened by owners Alisa
and Donzell Starks, in 1997.  “This is the first
time in 30 years that this community has had a
movie theater,” said Chandler

In his second term, he helped with the advent
of Dominicks as a second anchor, after Father
Michael Ivers, who no longer is a priest, brought
the president of Dominicks to Chandler’s office.
They began to talk about Dominicks as a major
anchor to the Lawndale Plaza.

The third term he got a chance to cut the
ribbon on a new police station and fire station.
Also new housing has been built, Clair Christian,
on 14th and Harding (46 units of senior housing),
Roosevelt Towers on Roosevelt and St. Louis.
Some of the agencies that have received
Community Development Block Grant funding
with his support are the Catholic Bishop of
Chicago-Presentation Church, Chicago Youth
Center, Inc.-ABC Youth Center, Good City,
Lawndale Business and Local Development,
corp. Lawndale Christian Development
corporation-Ogden, Lawndale Community
Outreach Services, Lena Washington foundation,
Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS), Phalanx
Family Services, Rainbow House-Cermak, and
the YMCA-North Lawndale(Urban Programs.

Said Chandler, “All 50 wards get 1.5 million
… that money is for streets, sidewalk, alley, and
lighting improvements. It sounds, like a lot but
in reality to do a sidewalk on one block it might
be about $65,000. If you Ad that up, you really
don’t get that much done. Every year, I have been
able to get more than our 1.5 million because
our community has been neglected for so long.”

Alderman Chandler says that Congressman
Davis and he fought and lobbied very hard to
keep the Lawndale Restoration project with over
1200 units of housing out of the hands of potential
developers that wanted to change them into
market rate properties. Both Alderman Chandler
and Congressman Davis wanted to keep project-
based section 8 housing so that low income
residents could stay in the community. Some
bidders wanted to put condominiums up and
down the boulevard forcing people out of the
community as seen in other wards.

Another new project that is almost complete
is the Kellman Center otherwise known as the
Better Boys Foundation on Pulaski and 15th

Avenue. Chandler also mentioned the SBIF
(Small Business Improvement Fund) program
where some businesses have received up to a
50,000 grant that they don’t have to pay back for
structural improvements. Some of the businesses
he mentioned were K & S Hardware on Pulaski,
Duwell Fish on Pulaski & Fifth Ave, Creative
Salon, and Heavenly Visions Hair Salon and
Barber Shop, and the currency exchange on
Pulaski and Harrison. “We are encouraging this
all over the ward,” stated Chandler.

 “As an Alderman, I’ve been fighting
to make sure our streets are just as safe
as the streets are in the loop. They don’t
let them sell drugs downtown. A police
should not allow people to sell drugs openly
on the streets over here on the Westside. And

there are a lot of issues that you have to keep
fighting and keep fighting until a change
comes about. Some Aldermen don’t. but there
are different issues that effect our community

that also effect other issues,” said Chandler
in an interview conducted by Wilbert Cook
in our June 2000 issue of the North Lawndale

Chandler from front page

Do you want a high school for your child that is a safe,
orderly environment?

Do you want a school where the staff is caring and
competent?

Do you want your child to be in a place where there are
high expectations & strong supports for academics &

behavior?

Do you want your child to go to a school where there are
many enriching, extra-curricular activities?

Do you want your child in a school where you have  a

voice & you a partner in your child’s growth?

If you answered YES, then come to an

OPEN HOUSE
for a NEW College-Prep High School!!!

Opening September 2007 on the West Side

WHEN:   Thu., March 1ST – 6:00pm
WHERE:  Homan Square Community
Center, 3517 W. Arthington – Chicago

Information Session with food provided
Come learn about the school and  pick up an

application before the deadline

For more info contact Joyce Caine at 773-534-0146

Deon and Stephanie prepares a customer order

North Lawndale Community News and
Harris Bank was proud to honor Fresh ‘n’ Off
The Hook Restaurant located at 1559 South
Kostner Ave., as North Lawndale’s Small
Business of the Month for February. Dion
Price, owner and Le Cordon Bleu chef, mans
the grills.

Joining the boom of new buildings in the
North Lawndale area is a tantalizing twist on
carry-out restaurants, bringing new flavors
that your taste buds will be delighted with
every bite. Fresh ‘n’ Off The Hook is well on
its way to providing healthy alternatives for
eating fried chicken, fish, shrimp and
especially “Hot Wangz,” boldly listed on the
menu.

Price has taken fast food to a higher
ground by introducing his own blend of oils
and spices, cutting down on the high level of
trans fat in foods.  Price describes himself as
“the little boy who use to always hang out in
the kitchen with his mama,” indicating the
beginning of his love to cook and create his
own signature dishes.

After graduating from Florida A&M
University with a bachelor’s degree in
business economics, he spent 14 years
working in “progressively increasing
management positions.”

 “I been cooking my whole life,” Price
said. “When my last job ended I said, ‘I’m
going to do something I want to do now,’ and
so I went to culinary school.”  After
graduating from The Cooking and Hospitality
Institute of Chicago with a degree from the
Professional Culinary Training Program, and
gaining the title of a Cordon Bleu Chef, he
went on to work for numerous restaurants and
catering companies.

To see the full version of this article please
read the north Lawndale Community News
February 12th issue.
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Alderman Chandler marches with community and others after rise in murder and drug activity.
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Technology Field Offers Opportunity To Youth, College Grads
James Glover

People use the term investing in many ways.
Some speak of investing for retirement, their
child’s education, or to build wealth for future
generations.  From the examples given, we see
that investing is a long-term decision that
requires a long-term approach.  This approach
consists of making your money work for you
and this is done by placing money in investment
vehicles that yield positive returns over time
(which means your money grows).  There are
all types of investment vehicles, but I will focus
on stocks and bonds-the most common types of
investments and the easiest to understand.

Stock
A stock is a share of ownership in a company.

Stocks are bought and sold in the stock market
by brokers, who receive and execute orders from
individuals looking to buy or sell.  Most large
companies, such as McDonalds and Wal-Mart,
are traded in the stock market and we have a
right to purchase their shares at the market price,
making us part owners of the company.  Now
let’s see a basic example of how this works.

Ex.
Let’s say you like the company McDonalds

and you believe it is a good company in which
to invest. You’ve done your research which
shows that the company has a strong financial
picture and clear objectives. Today, McDonalds’
stock price is $45, so at this price, you would be
allowed to buy 1 share of McDonalds.  This
represents your portion of ownership in the
company.  When the stock price goes up, you
make money, but when the stock price goes
down, you lose money.

Bonds
Bonds are IOU’s and can be issued by the

government or companies in need of cash.  When
you purchase a bond, you are lending your
money out for a certain period of time in
exchange for interest payments (also known as
coupon payments).  Once that specified period
of time is over, known as maturity, the borrower
promises to pay you back the original principal
amount of the loan.  Now let’s see an example:

Ex.
ou decide to purchase a bond from the

government for $1,000 at an interest rate of 6
percent and it matures 5 years from now.  This
means that each year you will receive $1,000 x
6 percent = $60 in interest payments.  5 years
from now, you will receive your $1,000 back
from the government and you will have earned
$300 in income from interest payments.

Now that you know the basics of stocks &
bonds, evaluate your long-term goals to
determine how both can work for you.  Are you
interested in owning (stocks) or lending (bonds)?
If you have the time, in years, and are not afraid
of a little risk, stocks are a good option because
they yield greater returns over time.  If you are
closer toward retirement age and can’t really
afford much risk or fluctuations in your money,
bonds and cash accounts (savings/money
markets) are the way to go because, although
the average returns for both are a little less, they
are considered ‘safe investments’ with minimal
risk.  Overall, keep in mind that your investments
should be diversified, which means your money
should be allocated to include cash, bonds, and
also stocks. A good rule of thumb to determine
the waiting is to subtract your age from 100.  So
if you’re 40, at least 60 percent of your
investments should be in stocks and the
remaining 40 percent should be in cash or bonds.
This will ensure that, no matter your age, your
money is working for you for as long as possible
and it’s not sitting in a cash account or bond fund,
losing value as a result of inflation.

Katherine Gillespie is NLCN’s Financial
Columnist.  She is a North Lawndale resident
and she has an MBA from the Illinois Institute
of Technology.  To comment on this article visit
our weblog at: www.nlcn.org.

INVESTING:
Stocks &

Bonds
K L Gillespie

With the growth of software and the
evolution of technology, jobs in tech related
fields are increasing by the minute. Just
about every business, big or small,
established or start-ups, has an IT
department and fields that require Graphics
and Video Game designers are also in dire
need of qualified employees. However,
although the demand of trained Information
Technology, Graphic Design and Video
Game design personnel has gone up, the
supply of outgoing college students with
degrees in this field has not.

“I personally believe that the
Information Technology field is suffering
from an image problem which prevents
young people from studying it. Most people
believe that everyone in the world is
studying computers and that the potential
job market is too small for them to have a
shot. In fact, that couldn’t be further from
the truth,” said John Beckenstien, an IT
manager for UW-Milwaukee and co-owner

of a small IT business here in Chicago.

In reality, the IT job market is once again
beginning to brim with opportunity following
the “dot com bust” period ranging from 2002
until about early 2005. At that point, the
market was flooded with professional
resumes looking for any form of IT work. “At
that point, IT suffered a major image hit
because of a lot of failed online businesses,
but now in 2007 the available job market is
up several percent.”

5.6 percent in fact, equaling out to about
103,682 new IT and IT related jobs. “The
market right now is a beautiful thing for those
interested. American jobs are being created
with every small business that’s opened and
even foreign companies are looking towards
American schools for potential employees.
Something that people with dreams of travel
may take note of.” said Takito Yakuzan,
Former Teacher and now Head of IT
Operations at the Japanese School of Science

and Technology in Ishikawa, Japan.
Just as the IT market is regaining its

steam, other technology based jobs,
Graphic and Video Game design, are
getting bigger by the second. Unlike
Information Technology, Graphic and
Game design have never suffered image
crisis or lost steam as Graphics and Video
Games are getting slicker, more in depth
and defitnately more popular with each
passing year.

“With Microsoft (Xbox, Xbox 360),
Sony (Playstation 2, 3 and portable) and
Nintendo (Wii, DS) the growing demand
for high end, quality games on each system
is in demand. Therefore, the growing need
for people that create these games goes up
also.” said Deelisha Reed, admissions
director for The International Academy of
Design and Technology on 1 N. State
Street.

“We are on the lookout all the time for

See Tech page 7
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Tech from page 6

The recent killing of three
undocumented immigrants – including a
teenage girl – by unidentified gunmen
in Arizona, possibly because of a conflict
among smugglers, shows how U.S.
immigration policy places people in
danger, a West Side activist said.

“The federal government has got to
do something about immigration laws
that force people to be smuggled in and
face those kinds of hazards,” said Luis
Gutierrez, executive director of Latinos
Progresando, which offers legal services
and community activities for immigrants
in Pilsen and Little Village.

The Feb. 8 attack near Tucson, Ariz.,
in which about 20 immigrants were
attacked while riding in a pickup truck,

some shot and others kidnapped, was one
of four similar incidents in the past two
weeks, according to a Feb. 14 Associated
Press report.

Investigators suggested the attacks may
be the result of smugglers trying to
sabotage each other’s activities,
kidnapping immigrants and holding them
for ransom, the report said.

Gutierrez said the most frustrating part
of the attack has been a lack of government
response. He said the U.S. needs to reform
immigration laws – and promote fair
economic policies in the countries from
which people are migrating – in order to
prevent immigrants from taking the risk of
crossing the desert.

“Everybody’s got a responsibility to call

their elected officials,” Gutierrez said.
Illinois has provided a model for other

states by creating programs to help
immigrants integrate into communities
socially and economically, but the
Arizona killings show there is more to
be done nationally to make legal
immigration possible, he said.

Sen. Richard Durbin (D-Ill.) has been
a champion of immigrant rights, but many
legislators at all levels could do more,
Gutierrez said.

“I’m waiting for our elected officials
to stand up and do something,” he said.

Celeste Kennel-Shank is freelance
writer for NLCN. To comment on this
article visit our weblog at:
www.nlcn.org..

WEST SIDE ACTIVIST: ARIZONA MURDERS HIGHLIGHT

NEED FOR IMMIGRATION POLICY CHANGES
Celeste Kennel-Shank

There is a common misconception regarding
technology. Many people believe technology is
designed strictly for a younger generation. While it
is true that most new technology (I pods, Playstations
etc.) are marketed towards younger consumers, older
people also are trying to learn the ins and outs of
computers and technology.

A major reason for this is that many older
workers, sometimes retirees, are either looking to
get back into the work force or trying to keep up
with the latest information in order to remain
employed.

“It doesn’t have to be all about the inside of
computers like wiring or any of that. Just simple
things that allow us to function in the workplace like
how to type documents or save files to the hard
drive,” said west side resident Cliff Marshall.

Older people also are using technology to keep
in touch with family members and friends, instead
of taking the time to write letters or the money to
call long distance. By knowing how to properly send
and receive emails, use attachments and operate
instant message services, older people are better
keeping contact with relatives that may be across
country or even spread across the world.

“I have a daughter in the Air Force stationed over
in Spain, and email helps me keep in touch with her
almost every day,” Marshall said.

William Burns, who teaches an adult computer
education class, said “I think that by spreading the
use of technology out across generations both young
and old, we can really begin to better ourselves as a
community. That way more people are educated
leading to more productivity in our neighborhoods.”

Increasingly, industries are using technology in
the workplace, which requires experienced workers
to brush up on their technological knowledge.

Jerry Thompson, a mechanic at West Side Auto
and Body said “I’ve been doing this for 25 years,
but now more car parts are starting to be computer
chip based. Not trying to lose my job so I’ve been
studying up on computers and such.”

Some seniors see the web as a way to stay
connected to world as they become less mobile. “I
see commercials for useful stuff like Web MD where
I can search my medication or online shopping. It
just gives me another thing to be able to do,” Said
Monica Stanton, a west side senior citizen.

Technology is everywhere, and as time goes on,
being used by everyone.

James Glover is a North Lawndale resident who
does freestyle writing for the NLCN. He is also
involved in Non For Profit work and Community
Organizing. To comment on this article visit our
weblog at: www.nlcn.org.

OLDER

GENERATION FACES

NEW TECHNOLOGY
James Glover

new recruits who can add to the table,
especially recent college grads, the majority
of them who probably played nothing but
games in their downtime. Those are the
people who we know can help take the
industry to the next level” said Travis
Mitchell, a storyboard editor at EA Chicago.

It would seem as if the technology related
job market is once again on the rise due to
more and more companies needing
technology to improve products and
marketing and as the world turns to games as
the premier source of personal entertainment.
Some degrees only take three years
(dispelling the being in school forever myth).
This writer for one, plans on taking advantage
of the market himself. Hope you do the same.

James Glover is a North Lawndale
resident who does freestyle writing for the
NLCN. He is also involved in Non For Profit
work and Community Organizing. To
comment on this article visit our weblog at:
www.nlcn.org.
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F R E E  C O M P U T E R  U S E  (State of the Art Internet Ready Computers)
Need to make resumes, use the internet, job search. M-F 9am to 5pm

Visit North Lawndale Community News, 1211 S. Western, Suite 203 (312) 492-9090

The Rowe-Clark Math & Science
Academy will accept 145 freshmen into its
new Westside charter school in the fall of
2007. The school will be located at 3645 W.
Chicago Ave, the building formerly known
as Chicago Commons, a social service
agency. Recruitment is focused in the
Humboldt Park, Garfield Park and West Town
communities, but students living in the
surrounding communities going into 9th grade
are eligible to apply. A lottery system will be
used to select students once if the applicants
exceed available slots so apply now.

This campus will be the fourth for the
Noble Street Network of Charter Schools. The
academy is named after Exelon Chairman
John Rowe and his wife, Jeanne, and ComEd
Chairman Frank Clark and his wife Dr. Vera

Clark.  The Rowes are
contributing $2 million for
the school from the Rowe
Family Charitable Trust, and
the Clarks are contributing
$200,000. The Exelon
Corporation is also donating
$2 million to make a total of
$4.2 million.

During a February 8
press conference, Arne
Duncan, CEO of Chicago
Public Schools said that
Noble Street has proven its
ability to run a good school
and is now “taking that

successful model into new neighborhoods.
We’re deeply grateful for the opportunity they
are providing our children.”

Noble Street schools do not require
admission tests or tuition. According to data,
the schools have a 95 percent attendance rate
and graduated 97% of their seniors from their
college prep campus last year. The average
Noble Street classroom size is 18 in order to
provide individualized attention to the
students. The teachers are hired thru an
“extensive interview process.”

Students at Rowe-Clark Math & Science
Academy will need 6 credits of math to graduate,
instead of 3 credits as in the typical Chicago
public schools. They will also need 4 lab sciences
to graduate. Students will be in school a month
longer each year and will have more reading
courses than most Chicago public school
students. Mayor Daley said he expects this school

A New School for Westside Students
Clemolyn (Pennie) Brinson

to be a great model for what can be accomplished
when government partners with nonprofits and
civic-minded businesses like Exelon.

Frank Clark told NLCN that his family’s
involvement with the academy is both
financial and personal. “The reason that we’re
doing this is that we believe education makes
all the difference in the world in getting to
young people, giving them the opportunity to
have a first rate education that’s going to give
them every opportunity possible in life.
Having the school right here in the black
community means a great deal to Vera and I
because we have been very fortunate and very,
very successful and we want to put something
back into the community that supports us.”

John Rowe said, “Our mission is to launch
a world-class math and science academy in
one of the city’s most diverse communities
… This academy is where tomorrow’s
scientists will learn today.”

The academy will serve up to 530
students, eventually, each year accepting a
new class of freshman until the school serves
grades 9-12. Noble Street Charter Schools are
public charter schools that mainly serve low-
income and minority communities.

For more information or to apply call
Noble Street at 773-278-6895, or go to
www.Noblenetwork.org, or visit
e x e l o n c o r p . c o m / c o m m u n i t y /
mathandscienceacademy.

Clemolyn (Pennie) Brinson is a poet and
writer for NLCN and Residents Journal. To
comment on this article visit our weblog at:
www.nlcn.org.

Dr. Vera Clark Frank Clark  and 2003 Noble Street
graduate  Tiffany Hinton

* On this date in 1965, Civil Rights
activist and Nation of Islam leader
Malcolm X was assassinated during a rally
in New York City 11 months after his split
from the Nation of Islam.

* On this date in 1961, inventor Otis
Boykin patents the Electrical Resistor. The
Electrical Resistor is used in guided
missiles and computers.

* On this date in 1936,
Congresswoman Barbara Jordan was born.
Jordan was the first African-American
woman elected to the U.S. House of
Representatives in 1972.

* On this date in 1917, jazz great
Thelonious Monk was born in Rocky
Mount, NC.

FEB 21
BLACK FACTS

Malcolm X
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The Chicago Park District commemorates Black
History Month during February with various events and
activities for the whole family.  Most programs are
admission free.  Please contact each individual park for
additional information or the Central Region office at
312-746-5962 for details on west side and near south
and southwest side park events.

Black History Month Exhibition Monday, Feb. 5
- Wednesday, Feb. 28, Sunday – Saturday, 11 a.m. -
7:30 p.m., Humboldt Park, 1440 N. Sacramento Ave.,
312-742-7549, Admission free; recommended for all
ages, This exhibition features artwork on African
American history.  Featured artists to be announced.

“People of Color in the Past” Black History
Month Celebration Friday, Feb. 23, 6 - 9 p.m., Austin

Black History Month in Community Parks
Town Hall Park, 5610 W. Lake St., 773-287-7658,
Admission free; recommended for all ages, This
celebration features live music with local bands, special
dance performances, drama and refreshments.

For more information about the Chicago Park
District’s more than 7,300 acres of parkland, 552 parks,
32 beaches, nine museums, two world-class
conservatories, 16 historic lagoons, nearly 50 natural
areas, thousands of special events, sports and
entertaining programs, please visit
www.chicagoparkdistrict.com <http://
www.chicagoparkdistrict.com> or contact the Chicago
Park District at 312-742.PLAY or 312-747.2001 (TTY).
Want to share your talent? Volunteer in the parks by
calling 312-742.PLAY.

WHAT: Join Mount Sinai Hospital for
an open house of its Imaging Center,
showcasing the hospital’s new, state-of-the-
art radiology equipment. Mount Sinai
Hospital’s new imaging equipment will offer
its patients and Chicago’s West Side advanced
imaging diagnostics, including a digital x-ray
unit and a remodeled mammography center.
The recently installed CT Scanners allow for
quicker and safer scanning for trauma and
pediatric patients.  Physicians, radiologists
and members of the community are invited
to attend.  Refreshments will be served.

WHERE:
Mount Sinai Hospital
Radiology Department
California & 15th Street
WHEN:  Friday, Feb. 23, 2007 at 2 – 4 p.m.

Mount Sinai Hospital
Imaging Department

Unveiling of New State-
Of-The-Art Diagnostic

Equipment

     Here is some black history you may not
have known or you may not remember, or you
may not have had the time to teach your children.

     Physically, slavery partly ended in this
country with the emancipation proclamation,
wherein Abraham Lincoln freed some of the
slaves.  That’s right; in 1863 this country was
entering into its 3rd year of the civil war.  Things
were not looking to good for the north.  So Mr.
Lincoln, looking for some help, issued this
proclamation that said; “all persons held as
slaves” within these rebellious states” are, and

Is Black History
Celebrated

Every Day of the
Year?  Part 2

Julius Goodman

henceforward shall be free.”  That proclamation
generally meant that any black  person, including all
persons that looked white or had 1 percent of black blood,
living in those states that had seceded (separated) from
the union (mostly states in the south) were free.  The
blacks in the north were not basically free until after the
civil war, unless they signed up to fight for the union
cause which eventually became a union fight for freedom
for slaves and whites in the north.

     Meanwhile the D.C. Emancipation Act of April
16, 1862 had already freed slaves living in the District
of Columbia.  This is the first recorded act of freed slaves
receiving reparations from the United States.  Please
read recorded history, this history can give you an idea
why some black folk are so slow in expressing universal
unity as free voting Americans.

     Some people don’t know they can vote, some
people don’t know who to vote for, and some other
people just decided that it’s just not important to vote.
As I was riding on the bus the other day and handing out
flyers to remind people to vote here is some of the
responses I got.

     Clarence G. said; “I am not voting; it never does
us any good.  What difference will it make?”  I explained
to Clarence (as long as he was listening) that the only
way black folk can universally live the dream of freedom
is to vote.

     In 1865 the thirteenth amendment to the
constitution was entered into law and it states; “Neither
slavery nor servitude, except as a punishment for crime
whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall
exist within the United States, nor any place subject to
their jurisdiction.”

     At the end of the civil war, with the ratification of
the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments to
the constitution along with the civil rights act of 1866
(by the way there was also a civil rights act in the 1960’s)
black folk enjoyed a period of full American Democracy.
We were allowed to vote and participate in the entire
political process.  We acquired land, we could get any
job that was available including teachers, principals, and
political jobs and we also used public accommodations.
Former slaves of every age and color took advantage of
the opportunity to get an education.  However, different
facets of society rallied against this new black man and
freedom of the black man was taken in different ways.  .

     The reconstruction period that began after the civil
war was implemented by congress.  The reconstruction
period lasted from 1866 to 1877.  It was aimed at
reorganizing the Southern states after the Civil War,
providing the means for readmitting them into the Union,
and defining the means by which whites and blacks could
live together in a non-slave society.

     The Fifteenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, ratified March 30, 1870 provided that all
male citizens were entitled to vote.  Because the Black
population was so large in many parts of the south, whites
were fearful of Black participation in the political
process.

     During the reconstruction period of 1865-1876,
federal law provided civil rights protection in the South
for freedmen (former slaves).  Reconstruction ended at
different dates around 1877.  After 1877, many of the
civil rights gains that blacks had made during
Reconstruction were reversed through Jim Crow laws.

     The Jim Crow Laws were state and local laws
enacted in the Southern and Border States of the United

See History page 18
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Public League playoffs are in full
swing and this past weekend featured
several outstanding quarterfinal games.
No. 12 Farragut defeated Hope 56-54
and advanced to a semifinal contest with
still No. 1 Simeon. This will be the third
meeting of the season for the two teams
and each team has come away with one
win. The third meeting this Wednesday
at the UIC Pavilion will decide who gets
to play in the Championship game.

The winner of the Farragut/Simeon
game will play either No. 5 Washing-
ton or No. 16 Whitney Young.

As good as Simeon (19-2, 10-0 Red
West) has been this season they are not
a lock to walk away with another city
championship. Farragut, behind the
steadily improving Mike Dunigan will
be hard to beat. The 6-10 junior is play-
ing well in the postseason and has been
a strong inside presence for the Admi-
rals. He’s learning to be more patient
defensively and might be one of the few
players in the Public League who can
limit Simeon’s Tim Flowers in the paint.
Junior Isiah Williams is also a force and
his play at guard will compliment
Dunigan. Washington (20-4, 10-0 Red
East) is also having a special season and
DeAndre Liggins, known as ‘The
Ticket’ and his teammates can play with
anybody. They played in the title game
last year and lost to Simeon and they

would love another chance to win it all.
Of course Derrick Rose, Bryant

Orange and the rest of the talented Wol-
verines are still the favorite to repeat as
champions. Rose has been playing a
great all-around game recently and be-
hind his leadership they simply demol-
ished Marshall in the quarterfinals. Big
Tim Flowers had 19 rebounds against
the Commandos and no team has been
able to keep him from dominating in-
side. Lesser-known players like Kevin
Johnson have been big contributors to
the Wolverines’ success as well.

Collins has rebounded from their
opening-round playoff loss to Simeon
with two wins. Last week the Cobras
defeated Prosser and Kennedy and they
have another big test when they play
Von Steuben. Von Steuben is ranked No.
17 in the area and a win for the Cobras
would be huge for the program.

North Lawndale College Prep is set
for another run for the class A State
Championship. The Phoenix (19-9, 11-
1 Chicago Prep) are ranked No. 8 in the
state and they’re considered a strong
candidate for the title. They open up
against Holy Trinity then head to the
Lisle Sectionals.

Todd Thomas is a freelance writer
for NLCN and other publications. To
comment on this article visit our weblog
at: www.nlcn.org.

Public League Playoffs
Todd Thomas

STRANGER THAN FICTION (***)
With an inventive use of Chicago locales,
Will Farrell puts his zaniness in check for
his best screen performance of a meek IRS
auditor who suddenly begins to hear the
narrative voice of an female novelist (Emma
Thompson) suffers with “writer’s block” on
how to dispose of her lead character that
Farrell’s character realizes belongs to him
and begins to interfere with his usually dull
daily routine.

Queen Latifah is wonderful as the
woman hired to unblock the writer, and
Dustin Hoffman plays the psychology
professor who instructs Farrell’s character
to just “ live his life” in this funny and
insightful comedy about discovery and
fulfillment that is quirky and smart.

PG-13; 105min. Sony Pictures Home
Video

HEART OF THE GAME (***)  An
absorbing and entertaining documentary
about the life lessons encountered by an all
girls’ basketball team from a Seattle High
School. As they strive to win the state
championship Bill Resler is the tax law
professor who becomes the team’s
unorthodox head coach who challenges the
players from diverse social and ethnic
background through demanding drills and
wild metaphors, to help pull them together
a team.

Full of personal twists and turns, this is
an exhilarating sports movie like “Hoop
Dreams” with winning personalities and
compelling turns that raises the human
drama over the usual sports driven fare.

PG-13; 103min.  Miramax Home Video

ON VIDEO
Compiled and Reviewed by David Schultz

A GOOD YEAR (**)  Russell Crowe
re-teams with his “Gladiator” director
Ridley Scott for this rather soft comedy
about a successful yet unlikable investment
broker who learns he’s inherited his late
grandfather’s wine vineyard estate that help
reconnect him to what matters more in life.
The film is a bit too idealistic. The script
should have stomp on instead of the grapes.

PG-13; 118min. Fox Home Video
TENACIOUS D IN THE PICK OF

DESTINY (**1/2)  Jack Black and Kyle
Gass bring their rock duo persona to the big
screen in this part- rock opera, part- origin
story spoofing their formation and search
for  a legendary guitar pick that is suppose
to help guarantee their success. This leads
to funny rock parody song spoofing real-life
groups and their hits. Tim Robbins in a semi
cameo role of an Ozzy Osborne type trying
to use the boys to break into a museum to
steal the pick for him.

R; 97min. New Line Home Video
FLUSHED AWAY (**1/2)  Claymation

meets Computer generated animation in this
uneven yet spirited collaboration between
Aardman Features and DreamWorks
Animation. In which a sewer rat out-tricks
a well groomed and proper pet mouse (Hugh
Jackman) into living in a swank apartment.
While the clean living pet mouse gets a
cultural shock into the underground world
through sewers into a ghetto-like metropolis
populated by rats, maggots, frogs and slugs

Where the pet mouse becomes an
unlikely hero teaming up with an Indian
Jones type female rat (Kate Winslet) to help

See Video page 16
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Creating financial abundance can be
overwhelming and arduous when faced with
life’s unexpected pleasures.  However, if we
begin to put forth more thought and effort
into financial solvency we’ll see fruits
produced from the seeds sowed.  The point
is to start planting seeds of financial
deposits and watch the growth.  Eventually,
it will become a harvest full of money trees
ripe from the vine that will never wither
away.  This article should be to guide you
through the steps of creating a wealth plan
for your future.  Below are 7 Principle
Paths to Creating a Healthy Prosperity
Plan:

1. Find a financial advisor or
relationship banker that can assist you with
your financial plan.

2. Set due dates for reaching your goals,
but be realistic and flexible, because your
lifestyle may change, then review every goal
after six months to check progress.

3. Take advantage of free workshops
and seminars that can be helpful in investing
and avoid schemes that promise shortcuts
to wealth.  Example:  Late night
infomercials that promise part-time
commitment to long term results.  There’s
no such thing; wealth is accumulated
overtime.

4. Evaluate your lifestyle if the net worth
is negative; investigate ways to pay off debt
to put your net worth into the positive.
Example: reviewing past debt, such as
medical bills, loans, mortgages, credit card
balances, student loans, etc.  The goal is
to get you thinking net worth!

5. Always do your homework.  Research
topics using articles, magazines and books.

Use them as a guide to give good tips and
advice about your investment or business
ventures to earn extra money.  Example:
Wall Street Journal, Black Enterprise,
Entrepreneur, and Yahoo Finance.

6. If you’re invested in a 401(k), mutual
fund, stocks or bonds, review them annually
to make sure that you’re getting the best
return on your investment.  If you’re not
comfortable or aren’t sure you’re in the right
vehicle, please consult with a financial
expert; it will help with your knowledge,
potential and growth development for
investing.

7. Join an investment club.  You’ll
learn many different investment styles and
most times these clubs already have an
agenda, curriculums, and topics of interest
on investing.  If you can’t find one on your
own, start your own club with individuals
who have the same focus towards investing.
There are several books on how to start, run
and make your money grow as an investment
club. Example: The Millionaires Club, In
search of the Green, or the National
Association of Investment Clubs.

Be wise in your decisions when
investing.  The more you have knowledge
and make good use of that knowledge, you’ll
begin to see the results you deserve.
Remember wealth is an accumulation of
assets and it does not happen overnight.
Give yourself time, be flexible, and follow
the steps of your plan and you’ll truly see
financial abundance.

Tiffany P. Randle is a financial coach
specializing in money management. To
comment on this article visit our weblog at:
www.nlcn.org.

7 PRINCIPLE PATHS TO A
PROSPERITY PLAN FOR 2007

Tiffany Randle, Financial CoachOpening night, Tuesday 13, was standing
room only in Victory Garden’s recently acquired
space in the former Biograph Theater, more than
justifying the move by this jewel of Chicago
theatre.  Court-Martial continues their
investment in socially involved art.

Towards the end of World War II three
members of the Women’s Army Corp - (WAC’S)
- are stationed to Fort Devens, Massachusetts,
having been trained as medical technicians.
Arriving with high expectations, they don their
hospital whites and begin taking temperatures,
giving inoculations, keeping records, etc.   They
are also WOC’S (Women of Color) so they come
to the attention of the Commander of Fort
Devens.

He orders them out of the whites and into
the green aprons of cleaning women; no more to
be hospital aides but to get busy sweeping,
mopping and toilet cleaning.   The play gives no
hint as to who performed those worthy tasks
before the Black WAC’S arrived.  Nor does it
reveal the motivations of the Commander; other
than to portray him as a white, male, robot bigot.
They attempt to fight back, but he beats them
down. Suddenly, a Negro commissioned officer
appears, a WAC lieutenant.   Having no power
to help the women, she is the familiar (exalted
in certain circles) Spook-in-the- Middle; afraid
to do anything but mouth nonsense.

The sisters struggle on and manage to get a
real fighter, an attorney from the NAACP, who
argues for them very persuasively during their
court martial (military trial).   An odd note pops
up throughout the drama.    The writer, Jeffrey
Sweet, has discovered that the word, “Black,”
was considered an insult by some Negroes in
times gone by.   So, he beats that drum throughout
the play, apparently seeking ‘creed’ as his play
bumbles through a compelling period of
American history.

The Allies launched the war to defeat the

fascist enemies (Germany, Italy, Japan, etc.).
African Americans, serving gallantly as in all
America’s wars, got to thinking.   The Black
newspaper, the “Pittsburgh Courier,” gave it a
name:  the DOUBLE V PROGRAM – victory
against fascism abroad and victory against racism
at home.  Predictably, Americans in high places
were enraged and attempted to shut down Black
newspapers during the war but were beaten back.
Black Chicagoans, including the Assistant
Secretary of Defense, Attorney Truman K.
Gibson and the Editor/Publisher of the Chicago
Defender newspaper, John H. H. Sengstacke,
were instrumental in ending apartheid in the U.S.
Armed Forces; enabling President Truman to
issue his Decree  in 1948.  The guts of this
tumultuous period have yet to be staged or
filmed.

  The Black WAC’S are convicted and
sentenced to 2 years of hard labor.   But, the
playwright has a device to soften this blow; what
the theatre loving old Romans called “deux ex
machina,” the god from the machine.   When
things were all messed up, a pulley would lower
Zeus, or Athena, or Mercury down on the stage
to fix things up.  Sweet’s deux ex machina is the
Honorable Ms. Eleanor Roosevelt, justice-loving
wife of the President.  Word reaches her of the
injustice at Fort Devens and the play ends with
her picking up a telephone to make matters right.

Court Martial at Fort Devens will run thru
March, 11 at the new Victory Gardens Theater
at 2433 No. Lincoln Ave.; a half-block north of
Fullerton in Lincoln Park.  CTA trains offer easy
access, stopping at Fullerton, with a short walk
to Lincoln Ave.  Discounted parking is available.
For tickets and information, call their box office
– (773) 871-3000; www.victorygardens.org; for
group rates, (773) 549-5788, ext. 2131.

Mike Cook is a North Lawndale resident and
NLCN’s theatre critic. To comment on this article
visit our weblog at: www.nlcn.org.

COURT-MARTIAL AT FORT
DEVENS: THEATER REVIEW

Mike Cook
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Christian Bale and Hugh Jackman in The
Prestige.

By now, Oprah has discovered that heads
or tails, no matter what side of the coin she
plays she loses.  When she grants audience
members gifts, the African-American
population murmurs that she gives gifts to all
those white women that visit her show and
that she’s forgotten where she came from.
Everyone forgets that season tickets are open
to everyone.  When she gave away a free car,
a life-changing gift, people complained that
they had to pay the IRS their cut for the gift
they received.  Now, Oprah’s opened a
wonderful school for girls, The Oprah
Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls, and
the Americans black and white can’t stop
complaining about how she’s slighted
impoverished children in her own country.
It’s a ridiculous notion to criticize Oprah for
being one of the first to take a stand on the
African situation with the wealth she’s
accumulated and it is a logical and precise
move considering Americans already have a
solid public school system.

A Calculated Decision
Oprah is spreading the resources and

wealth that she’s accumulated over time
across continents.  No one has given Africa
back the wealth that was taken in persons and
goods during the many years of colonization
and enslavement that Africans have suffered.
No one gives back for the diamonds that are
exported from African areas, especially the
blood diamonds that create death and conflict
in the region.  No one gives back to the
women being systematically tortured through
old rituals, infected with AIDS and raped
periodically through the course of whatever
war and genocidal ritual that may be
happening in any particular year.  Oprah has
stepped up to educate young girls and,
perhaps, change the future of Africa.

The girls are a great choice to educate and
make them prosperous.  First, many of the
rituals that take place that have a debilitating
or deadly effect take place within the female
population.  Second, an educated woman can
pass what she learns on to her children and
through her tribe.  Oprah is offering the
women a chance to change their own future
and become educated and able to stand on a

NLCN COMMENTARY: Oprah’s
Generosity Permanently Questioned

Angelic Jones

See Generous page 19

“Say what you will about the American
educational system—it does work,” Oprah
Winfrey commented in a Newsweek article
earlier last month. “If you are a child in the
United States, you can get an education.”
And I agree. An education. But what kind
of education?

Ms. Winfrey was on the defensive about
her latest international philanthropic

venture in Henly-on-Klip, South Africa.
She has invested 5 years and $40 million
dollars toward developing the Oprah
Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls.

At the same time, our fiscal policies
toward education, especially in the city of
Chicago (the urban home for Harpo
Studios), are producing an entire generation
of under-performing children.

According to a 2006 Editorial Projects
in Education Research Center report, of the
nation’s 50 largest school districts, 14 urban
districts have graduation rates at lower than
50 percent. Chicago is nestled in the bottom
half with 52.2 percent of students
graduating within 4 years. The nation’s
overall graduation rate is at about 70
percent. Do these numbers indicate that this
current system works?

Catalyst Chicago, an independent
research group, released the report
“Assessing Inequities within the Chicago
Public Schools” in 2006. The following are
some of their findings:

Education expenditures per child in
Chicago

All students:
Elementary: $3,149
High School: $3,746
Only low income students:
Elementary: $1,081
High School: $995
This is not a problem with which we

are unfamiliar. Even Ms. Winfrey
recognizes the importance of a strong
investment in children. The expenditures

NLCN COMMENTARY: Oprah Should Also
Invest in Chicago Public Schools

Jaira Harrington

See Oprah page 19

Women out the don’t let these men drive
you crazy. It’s time to stand up and be
independent. I know I will.

Speaking of being independent, Britney
Spears is going crazy over this crap with
Kevin Federline. Last week rumors of her
checking into rehab surfaced but her
spokesperson denied it. Now this week, she
has shaved her head. The lady at the barber
shop refused to cut Britney’s hair for the sake
of not being sued. So she shaved it herself.
After that, she went to a tattoo parlor and got
two tattoos. She is going through a difficult
time right now and the media is just not
helping, but the way she’s acting, she is
bringing this all on herself. She needs to lay
low for a while. Reportedly, she offered Kevin
25 million dollars and visitation rights. He
refused it and wants full custody of the kids
and perhaps more money. If only Britney had

What It Iz In The Biz
Marquita Ware

read my column
when she first got
married I told her
about those backup
dancers. They
belong in the
background, not by

your side as you husband when you are rich
and famous.

Extra reported that Whitney Houston and
26-year-old Ray-J (brother of Brandy)
Saturday at Jay-Z and LeBron James’ Bud
Select-Sprite pre-NBA All-Star game party
at TAO in Las Vegas. This is not the first time
the two have been spotted together, reports
last month surfaced as they were seen having
dinner at Mastro’s in Los Angeles. Kim

Kardashian, the girl who Ray J has a sex tape
with showed up at the party also. Ray J was
notified that she was in the building and him
and Whitney left hand in hand. Whitney is at
it again! We’ll see what comes about from
this relationship.

The family of Manuela Gomez Ruiz, 73,
is suing Michael Jackson and Marian Medical
Center in Santa Maria. The family claims the
woman died two years ago at the hospital after
she was moved to another room to make room
for the singer. The family says she was moved
from her two-bed trauma unit to another
room. A statement from the medical center
said the suit is without merit and is “another
frivolous claim to generate publicity.” The
statement also expressed sympathy for the
Ruiz family’s loss, said she received
exceptional care and added: “Patient care and
safety is always our priority.”  The family’s
attorney says that Ruiz was dying and Michael

was dying not to go to court that day. The
suit alleges intentional infliction of emotional
distress, negligent infliction of emotional
distress, elder abuse, false imprisonment and
conspiracy by Jackson, Marian Medical
Center and Catholic Healthcare West, which
owns the hospital. I’ll keep you posted.

www.bet.com
If you have any questions for me about

celebrity gossip or news, just call 312-492-
9090 or write to KETA, 1211 S. Western,
Chicago, IL 60608 and I will feature my
answer in the next column. If you want to
know about one of your friends and nem’ I
can tell you that too. JUST KIDDING. Also
check out our weblog at www.nlcn.org. You
can post questions for me, other writers and
anything/anyone else you want to talk about.
Marquita Ware is the Production/Layout
Coordinator for the North Lawndale
Community News.

Britney with her
shaved head

return him to the surface world. But
instead, the duo fall in love while opposing
a power hungry Mr. Toad (Ian McKellan)
who plots to rid the underground
inhabitants during the televised World Cup
game.

Regardless of its shortcomings, this is
energetic and funny movie that seems more
fore the adults than the kids. Because of its
clever use of sharp dialogue that offers
good balance to the British wry humor and
the American sight gags and pop culture
references.

PG; 83min. DreamWorks Home Video

Video from page 13
THE PRESTIGE (***1/2) The film

title refers to the third act to a magic trick
that sets the stage for two dueling  19th

century magicians (Hugh Jackman and
Christian Bale) trying to initially see who is
the better illusionist that leads  to a murder
trial.

When the secret behind the “transport
man” trick leads to a water torture tank death
by one of the magicians (Jackman) who
earlier lost his fiancé in a stage accident
assisting the other magician (Bale) who has
the married life and child and now on trial
for the murder of the other magician who
was envious to the point of creating his own
illusion with vengeful intentions.

 Just like observing the outcome of a

magic trick, you’ll
have to pay close
attention to this clever
thriller from
“Momento” director
Christopher Nolan that
is also Oscar
nominated for best
cinematography.

R; 130min.
Touchstone Home
Video

David Schultz is a
film critic for NLCN
and other
publications. To comment on this article visit
our weblog at: www.nlcn.org.
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Sports & Entertainment

This year, there could be a “déjà vu” year
in checking out the 79th annual Academy
Awards telecast, this Sun. (25) Again,
minorities will have reason to check out to
see if history can repeat itself. It’s been about
five years since Denzel Washington won best
actor for “Training Day” and Halle Berry won
best actress for “Monster’s Ball”. The first
time Oscar awarded two black performers in
the same year. Beyond that, the field of
nominees and winners in several catalogues
could offer some surprises worth watching.

Sadly there is one first time event that
won’t lead to a first time winner.  Still it’s
important and noteworthy. For the time ever,
Penelope Cruz represents the first Hispanic
ever nominated for best actress catalogue for
her performance in “Volver”.

Overall, it is an overdue indication that
the Academy awards are beginning to open
up wider than in previous years. So here are
my predictions for the major catalogues.

Best Picture:
Academy’s choice: “Babel”
Critic’s Choice: “Letters from Iwo Jima”
It would be a bold move if “The

Departed” wins, but since the academy is not
endorsing that much violence. And since last

year, Clint Eastwood’s “Million Dollar Baby”
took best picture.

The academy won’t reward him twice so
soon. Therefore, the logical choice seems to
favor a foreign import in “Babel”

Best Director
Martin Scorsese for “The Departed”
I agree with the academy; after all these

years of movies and nominations, it’s about
“damn” time!

Best Actor:
Forest Whitaker for “The Last King of

Scotland”
It might be anti-climatic, but it’s well deserved

after years ago being nominated in the same
catalogue in Clint Eastwood’s “Byrd” portraying
another real-life tragic figure, jazz great Charlie
“Byrd” Parker. This is one I agree with, the
academy finally got it right. Sorry, Will Smith!

Best Actress:
Helen Mirren for “The Queen”
There is no surprise here between the

academy and my choice. It’s a remarkable
portrayal that Mirren got into the soul of the
character.

Best Supporting Actor:
Academy’s choice: Mark Wahlberg for

“The Departed”

Critic’s Choice: Jackie Earle Haley for
“Little Children”

This one is a close one to call because the
early bet has been on Eddie Murphy for
“Dreamgirls” who seem to go from caricature
into character here. I would like to see him
get the Oscar. But word is that he might lose
on account of his recent film, “Norbit”. Still
Murphy’s Dreamgirls” performance is good,
but Hollywood likes to root for the underdog
who’s either changed their image or overcome
personal obstacles.  They got two here in
Haley and Wahlberg.

Best Supporting Actress
Jennifer Hudson for “Dreamgirls”
Here’s another one that academy and

myself can agreed upon. Although it’s the
most solid performance of the lot, Hollywood
doesn’t like TV (the academy gave first timer
John Travolta a best actor nomination for
“Saturday Night Fever” while he was still on
TV’s “Welcome Back Kotter,” but he didn’t
get the Oscar!)  But if Hudson wins, this will
show us Hollywood has grown up a little.

Best Animated Feature
Academy’s choice: “Cars” (Disney/Pixar)
Critic’s Choice:    “Happy Feet” (Warner

Bros.)

Although the academy might reward Pixar
again for its supplicated approach in “Cars,”
I felt “Happy Feet’ had more energy,
imagination and wit.

Best Documentary Feature:
Academy’s Choice: “An Inconvenient

Truth”
Critic’s Choice: “Deliver Us from Evil”
Best Foreign Language Film:
“Pan’s Labyrinth” (Mexico)
Even though I agree with the Academy, I

wouldn’t mind an upset from Germany’s “The
Lives of Others”.

Best Original Screenplay
“The Queen” (Peter Morgan)
This is the obvious choice I agree with,

and expect the Academy to honor in possibly
the only two awards this film will receive.

Best Adapted Screenplay
“The Departed” (William Monahan)
I think the Academy will agree as I do,

the other films in this catalogue  can’t touch
how Monahan re-invested this film from the
original 2001 Hong Kong cop thriller,
“Internal Affair.”

David Schultz is a film critic for NLCN
and other publications. To comment on this
article visit our weblog at: www.nlcn.org.

OSCAR PREDICTIONS 2007
David Schultz, film critic

Last year, the North Lawndale Phoenix
tore through the regular season at such a pace
that it was almost a foregone conclusion that
they would reach the title game in Peoria.

Unfortunately, they lost in the
quarterfinals and had to wait
another year for a chance to
win a state championship.
They are a season removed
from that disappointment and
this year’s upperclassmen on
the team feel that they’ll be
better prepared for this
season’s tournament.

Seniors Cordero Smith
and Isaiah Evans were with
the team last season and
they’ll use the experience
they had to improve on last
year’s performance.

“I think we’ve grown
from last year,” said guard
Cordero Smith. “We’ve got

players like myself and Isaiah and Rashid
Wilson who have that experience so we know
what it takes.”

Evans is also ready to get the title run
started. “I’m looking forward to the playoffs,”
he said. “This is what you work so hard for
all year and our goal is to win the state

tournament.”
And North Lawndale has put in plenty of

hard work this season. They work on their
game almost every day of the week, even on
Sundays, and they also sometimes have two
practice sessions per day.  It’s a lot of work
but it pays off in the long run said Evans.

“It helps us with our game a lot when we
get on the court,” the confident 6-5 forward
said.  “I don’t feel that there are too many
teams like us, we’re a real deep team and we
can go deep into our bench - we’ve got solid
play at each position.”

Smith also feels good about the team’s
chances to win. “Coach Thorpe puts the
energy in us and lets us know that we can
beat anybody. Not just off of talent but off of
defense too,” says the sharpshooting guard.
“As long as we work hard in practice then
we’ll be successful in games.”

Youthful optimism abounds on the
Phoenix and they have every reason to believe
that they’ll be successful. They had another
good season going 19-9 overall and winning
the Chicago Prep Conference. Head Coach
Lewis Thorpe is more measured in his

assessment of the teams’ chance to do well in
the state tournament – not because of a lack
of talent but because of a lack of focus.

“I thought that last years’ team had more
focus than this years’ team,” Thorpe says.
“They haven’t proved to me that they are as
focused and ready to play as last year’s
group.”

He adds, “I don’t have the same
confidence and swagger that I had last year.”

One thing is evident about the Phoenix –
they can flat out hoop. With Evans and
sophomore Jonathan Mills patrolling the
paint, and guards Cordero Smith and Jeffrey
Brown driving to the basket and knocking
down open shots they should have the same
success against area teams that they had in
the regular season. But it’s really good defense
that makes North Lawndale so hard to handle.

“Our offense is our defense because we
score a lot of our points off of our defense,”
Evans said.

Todd Thomas is a freelance writer for
NLCN and other publications. To comment
on this article visit our weblog at:
www.nlcn.org.

NLCP Seniors pose with Coach Lewis Thorpe at
Senior Night

NORTH LAWNDALE COLLEGE PREP READY FOR RUN AT CLASS A STATE TITLE
Todd Thomas

THE NUMBER 23 (***) Never has a
number been given such self importance since
“Seven”. And Jim Carrey hasn’t appeared in
anything this dark and creepy since “The
Cable Guy.” Just kidding!  Carrey makes a
straight dramatic turn in this psychological
thriller that is motivated by his character’s
emerging paranoia and buried past. While
from the opening credits and throughout the
film, any kind of number equation associated
to history and events are suppose to equal
“23”

Carrey plays Walter Sparrow, a bored
animal control worker (a politically correct
job title for “dog catcher’) whose troubles
begin on his birthday, Feb. 3 (Get it, 2nd

month, 3rd day equals 23.) When a routine
call leads to him being bitten by a small
bulldog that escapes and leads Walter to a
graveyard sitting at burial site of Laura
Tollins.

At the same time, Walter’s wife, Agatha
(Virginia Madsen) wanders into a book shop

and becomes fascinated by a self published
book, “The Number 23” described as a “novel
of obsession” that she figures would makes a
descent birthday gift.

When Walter begins to read the book he
becomes intrigued by how much of the book’s
lead character, Fingerling seems to mirror his
own childhood. His wife tries to argue against
her husband’s observation.

Still, Walter reads on to find the book
centers around this detective who finds a
suicidal blonde who reveals her obsession
with the number 23. She reduces every
incident in her life to the number that Walter
begins to subject into his own life with
fascination and justification

Director Joel Schumacher manages to
deliver some Hitchcockian nuances into the
action propelled by Carrey’s performance.
The film aims to be creditably convincing
when the facts are revealed in the last 30
minutes. In order not to cheapen its story and
characters, while still applying some plot

twists and turns that ultimately points its
finger at a family member’s suppressed past
that involved the unsolved murdered
woman.

“The Number 23” is clever and twisted
mystery thriller that will intrigue its
audience’s curiosity.

Through this unconventional screen
performance from Jim Carrey that his fans
won’t be expecting. And yet, we won’t be
entirely surprised by it, either.

As this film becomes an apparent
showcase for Carrey’s inner talents than his
comedic skills that most comedians have
because of their ability and experiences to
make humor out of tragedy. Therefore, this
isn’t as risky a screen role for Carrey looking
to challenge himself, that should further his
screen career with fan base approval from
this movie here.

R; 95min. A New Line Cinema Picture
Release – Presented at selected theaters

AT THE FLICKS
David Schultz, film critic

See Flicks page 18
Jim Carrey and Virginia Madsen in The Number
23
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Flicks from page 17

History from page 9

News. But many individuals want more
of the community faces behind the small
businesses that have sprouted in the
community, to have a sense of ownership.

“I can’t emphasize enough, how on a daily
basis my staff has been outstanding in dealing
with the community. You have to be a special
person to work with people to deal with politics
and that kind of thing,” said Chandler. When
asked about the volume of calls that he receives
from residents they were so numerous, he said
could even attempt to answer. There are three
people on staff for the Trina, Ursula, and recently
returned is Evelyn. He also enlists the help of
volunteers, and homeowners for help in
improving the ward.

In the City of Chicago, the Alderman can
make changes in the city laws and ordinances.
“City of Chicago has a Law Library and there is
a legislation guru that helps to prepare resolutions
and ordinances. But first you have to do your
research to see if anything like that has been done
already,” said Chandler. One ordinance that
Chandler instituted was for individuals that lived
in the suburbs who came to the city to buy drugs.
When they got caught and prosecuted, they would
have to come back to that community on a
condition of community service to help clean the
alleys and help clean the streets. Chandler also
has lead several drug marches by request and in
serious high crime areas.

Another ordinance that Chandler said he has
changed was to have the dollar limit for residents
to buy vacant land that is adjacent to their property
raised to meet the rising market rates. It was
during a time in the beginning it would cost the
adjacent landowner and who lived in the house
could purchase the lot for $200.00, if the land
was valued for less than $5,000. But as the
property values started to rise, all the vacant land
rose past $5,000. So that program would have
been over with, but Chandler raised the dollar
amount through an ordinance saying that if land
is valued at $20,000 or less and the person lives
next to that vacant lot they could still get the land
for a minimum amount of money. Since I’ve been
the Alderman, says Chandler, “I’ve been
empowering people by helping them to acquire

vacant land adjacent to their property more than
any other ward in the city. I know this because I
sit on the housing and real estate committee.
Anytime there is land transferred it has to go
through that committee.”

Alderman Chandler said, “This election is
very crucial. The residents should have their eyes
open and not just their ears open because when
people run for office and they don’t have a track
record, and you haven’t seen them for the last
four years and didn’t know them until a month or
two before election you need to be real careful
what you let go into your ears without examining
it and doing some checking up on what they say.”
Chandler says, “Because I was born and raised
here, my family lives here. My commitment to
the community is life-long. This is about the
politics of inclusion. Everybody has a place at
the table.” He also mention that he has a
community meeting every month on the 2nd

Tuesday of every month at 6pm. They give
information on city programs that people can take
back to their blocks. He encourages everyone to
attend.

Alderman Chandler grew up in the 24th Ward
with his mother Minnie Chandler and Father
Kermit Chandler, the youngest with three sisters
and three brothers. He lived down the street from
Stone Temple Missionary Baptist Church on
1323 S. Millard Ave. When he was eight years
old, in 1961 he and family moved to 623 S.
Kedvale.

Later in 1980 he bought the house next door
from his uncle who lived there. He attended
presentation elementary school and went to high
school at St. Phillips on Jackson and Kedzie. He
went to Marshall High School, got married at a
young age, and had a son, Michael. He joined
the Air Force to support his family and graduated
from Grant high school in Sacramento, California
while in the Air Force. He also lived in
Washington, D.C. for couple of years.

He then moved back to Chicago. He became
a precinct captain, worked for the city of Chicago
as a building inspector for 13 years. Ran for
Alderman in 1995, won and was re-elected for
two more terms. In 2006, he remarried and now
is running re-election for a fourth term as
Alderman of the 24th Ward. To volunteer or for
more information you can call 773 522-0562 or
visit 4323 W. Roosevelt Rd.

Chandler from page 4

THE ASTRONAUT FARMER (**1/2)
Texas ranch owner Charles Farmer (Billy

Bob Thornton) is a family man with bad credit
but is a good character. Even though he owes
$600G’s to the bank and is considered by
some to be a little crazy. Charles Farmer was
trained as an astronaut, after earning a degree
in aerospace engineering. But later, he joined
the Air Force where he somehow was
discharged.

And yet, in this post 9/11 environment of
high security concerns and practices. It hard
to imagine all the obstacles one must
overcome more than ever these days to even
attempt, let alone achieve one’s dream. Still,
Charles Farmer dares to dream of going into
outer space.

Not as an elite NASA member, but as a
private civilian. When Farmer constructed an
authentic spacecraft in his barn. The real
problems begin when he must somehow find
a way to launch, before the bank forecloses
on his land in 30 days.

In its own neat, civilized way, “The
Astronaut Farmer” still reaffirms itself as an
inspirational, underdog saga set against the
opposition posed in a post 9/11society. Even
though the scenario created here still seems
far-fetched.

Still, as honorable as this film’s intentions
are, it stretches its idealism a bit too far.  It
makes for a better movie than true reality of
the situation and reaction it dramatizes.  It’s
hard to imagine the FAA, NASA, FBI, CIA ,
all by held at bay; allowing themselves to be
intimidated by the media exposure on  Charles
Farmer’s personal attempt at space travel.

Not to mention, how convenient it was for
Audie to being goated by the banker’s
insensitive comments about her husband that
made her use her father’s life insurance policy
to suggest the re-distribution of the money to
pay of some of their bank debt while allowing

her husband a second crack at his dream. If
you think about this after the movie; you might
see how misguided this “astronaut” truly is.

PG-13; 105min. A Warner Bros, Picture
Release – Presented at selected theaters

DAYS OF GLORY (INDIGENES)
(***) This French import entry nominated for
Oscar’s best foreign language film is a war
drama that follows the cinematic trend of
focusing more on personal issues of the
characters than epic size ground battles.

The movie details the French’s own
discriminatory attitudes in between their
battles from Algiers to Alsace near the mid
1940’s, through one French squadron with
several Muslims amongst the inexperienced
unit led by Sgt. Martinez (Bernard Blancan)
whose quick to praise his men to his superiors
yet short on words of encouragement.

Still in lieu of recent films like Eastwood’s
“Flags of Our Fathers” and “Letters from Iwo
Jima”; not to mention this film’s own similar
racial structure to director Edward Zwick’s
“Glory”. “Days of Glory” is interesting and
yet seems pale by comparison.

“Days of Glory’ tries to milk too much
emotion out of its characters over the
background of war. Even though the film’s
intentions are honorable to characterize the
emotional sacrifice that comes before the
human sacrifices of a war. The movie falls
short by it’s over indulgent attempts.

R; 118min. A Weinstein Company Picture
Release – presented at selected theaters

GHOST RIDER (**) The latest Marvel
comic book character to hit the big screen
turns out to be more of an appetizer than the
main course. Nicolas Cage plays out of his
favorite comic book role as Johnny Blaze, a
stunt cyclist tricked into leaving his family
and his love behind. When Johnny learns his
carnival father has cancer and finds a way to
cure him by selling his soul to Mephistopheles

(Peter Fonda) to become the devil’s bounty
hunter; ordered to stop the Devil’s ambitious
son, Black Heart (Wes Bentley) and his motley
crew of disciples.

           Assisted by layers of computer
generated special effects for his transformation
into this flaming skull alter ego superhero role.
Blaze is supposed to be an Evel Kneivel type
with a tormented soul, traumatized by the death
of his stunt performer father. Blaze performs
cross country doing incredible stunts. While
seeking a sign that would help define his
purpose in life.

From the incredible powers he had after
his transformation during the night, this
shouldn’t be that hard to figure out. Then he’s
think his sign is through his reunion with his
childhood sweetheart turned TV reporter
Roxanne Simpson (Eva Mendes). But instead,
Blaze finds his destiny being the Ghost Rider
in showdown with Black heart over somebody
else’s soul contract kept in an isolated and

abandoned church.
After a descent set-up enhanced by the

narration of Sam Elliott who appears as a
knowledgeable stranger who turns out to be
the “western” ghost rider giving aid and
assistance to the next generation (Cage). But
writer-director Mark Steven Johnson’s uneven
script has some energy but doesn’t straighten
out its story enough. With occasional jabs at
deadpan humor that are weak and predictable.

Even though in the finale, Blaze makes a
career choice to obvious avoid the normal life,
to do good in order to mess with the Devil.
This leaves the door open for a possible
continuation that will hopefully have more
inspiration and wit than this movie that fails to
get as hot as it looks sometimes on the screen.

PG-13; 114min. A Columbia Pictures
Release – Presented at selected theaters

David Schultz is a film critic for NLCN and
other publications. To comment on this article
visit our weblog at: www.nlcn.org.

States and enforced between 1876 and 1965.
They decreed “separate but equal” status for
blacks.

Between 1890 an 1920, many state
governments prevented blacks from voting by
various techniques, such as poll taxes and
literacy tests.  These could be waived for whites
due to grandfather clauses.  It is estimated that
of 181,000 blacks of voting age in Alabama in
1900, only 3,000 were registered to vote.

 Poll tax was a tax levied against blacks as a
requirement to vote.  In other words when you
go to the polls or to your polling place you had
to pay to vote. The amount was always too high
for blacks to pay.  This was one way to keep us
from voting. Another way to keep us from voting
was a literacy test, which was instituted in all
polling places to keep blacks from voting.
Literary is of or relating to literature.  In this
case blacks were tested on their ability to
basically read, write, and comprehend.  In the
1800’s over 90 percent of black folk could not
read or write.  Therefore, under Jim Crow Laws
you could not vote.  The grandfather clause as
applied to blacks simply said if your grand father
did not vote then you could not vote.

From Fredrick Douglas to Martin Luther
King we have been struggling for the right to
participate in American Democracy, a
democracy wherein our ancestors fought and
died for people like you and me to have equal
rights and equal opportunity to the “American
Dream.”  Martin Luther King Jr. said; “I have a
dream that one day we will be free.”  And now
even in a month where we have the right to
express our blackness outwardly, without fear
of white reprisals we still do not know how to
celebrate our right to freedom. Our right to
freedom is our natural right to vote.

Did you know that last year only 40 percent
of the registered voters in the city of Chicago
actually went to a polling place and cast their
vote?  That means if there are 200,000 registered
voters only 80,000 people voted and we wonder
why we can’t make changes to better ourselves.
We need to vote.  Voting is the only way we

know we can participate in the electoral process.
Voting produces change.   Are we teaching our
children that it is okay not to vote during black
history month? What are we celebrating during
black history month and any other month for
that matter?  All we have left to keep us from
being identified as slaves is the right to vote.

  Did you know that we only have the right
to vote as extended through our federal
government?  I am telling you that we are not
always guaranteed the right to vote.

 The civil rights act was passed in 1963; the
same civil rights act that was passed in 1863.  If
we stop voting, imagine what your children’s
children will be doing in 2063.  The voting rights
act was passed in 1965 for only 25 years.  That’s
right we are not        completely free yet.  The
government anticipated our return to slavery
because of our inability to unify for a common
cause.  So every 25 years they examine our
behavior to see if it is necessary for us to have
the right to vote or shall it be more advantageous
for America to just wait us out.  At this point the
majority of us do not think it necessary to vote.

 C.C.  A community resident said; “voting
use to mean I had a say so about who we put
into office, but now it does not mean anything.
To me, to vote for somebody means I believe
they will keep their word about what they have
already done and to prove to me that’s what
they are going to do.”

 On the 27th of February is election day for
Chicago municipal offices including Mayor and
Aldermen and Alderwomen, lets show that we
are free and we deserve the right to vote.  We
need to pick someone that we have access to,
someone that we can hold accountable,
nevertheless VOTE now and we do not  have
to be concerned about only getting one month
out of the year to express our freedom.  What is
the will of the people?, I don’t know.  I know
that God’s will is for us to have all good things.
He will grant us our needs if we are willing and
obedient. VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!

Julius Goodman is poet and motivational
speaker.  He is also a graduate from National
Louis University with a degree in Behavioral
Science. To comment on this article visit our
weblog at: www.nlcn.org.
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HELP
WANTEDAPARTMENTSANNOUNCEMENTS

VISIT OUR WEBLOG AT WWW.NLCN.ORG

TO COMMENT ON THESE AND OTHER ARTICLES FROM OUR NEWSPAPER

AUTOMOBILE
95’ Pontiac $2295 Has less than 90,000
miles In good condition Call 773/277-6896

Generous
from page 13

Oprah from page 13

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO BUY, SELL, TRADE, RENT OR ANNOUNCE? ARE YOU LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT OR LOOKING TO HIRE?
YOU CAN DO IT HERE IN THE NORTH LAWNDALE COMMUNITY NEWS

CALL 312/492-9090 TO PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD!

THE NORTH LAWNDALE COMMUNITY NEWS’

CLASSIFIED  MARKETPLACE

ARE YOU OPINIONATED? ARE
YOU A GOOD WRITER? NLCN is
launching an editorial page later this
month. Please call Wilbert Bledsoe or
Ben Protess at 312-492-9090 if you are
interested in writing a letter to the editor.

PART-TIME HELP WANTED:
DESKTOP PUBLISHER WITH

EXPERIENCE. MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE WITH

NEWSPAPER LAYOUT, PAGEMAKER,
QUARKXPRESS, PHOTOSHOP, AND RELATED

NEWSPAPER PUBLISHING SOFTWARE. PLEASE

CALL ISAAC LEWIS AT 312-492-9090, IF

YOU ARE INTERESTED

TUTORING IN ALL SUBJECTS
Hands-Up Ministries in conjunction
with Westside NAACP and Carey
Tercentenary Church DATE:
Every Saturday from January 13th

thru March 24th 2007 Time; 11am—
1pm      Snacks Served Ages; 2nd

thru 8th grade Where: Carey
Tercentenary Church 1448 S
Homan, Chicago, Ill Motto: Let’s
help our kids before it’s to
lateSpecial Thanks: State Rep
Arthur Turner, Walter Harris Pastor
Carey Tercentenary Church, Vera
Davis Chairman of the Board
Westside NAACP Phone: Mr. Cook
773-522-7330 Leave Message or
Ms. Washington 312-953-3324

GREATER WEST TOWN’S
VOCATIONAL TRAINING:
STUDY SHIPPING &
RECEIVING for 3 months at
GWTP and gain the upper hand in
accessing positions in the rapidly
changing and expanding field of
logistics.  Or learn cabinetmaking
at GWTP and see your skills
multiply and grow.  Companies who
are hiring will want your number.
Classes are full-time, state-certified
and accredited, job placement
services included. Apply now!  No
cost for income-eligible applicants
call 312-563-9570.  Or visit
www.gwtp.org for more
information.

similar footing as the African boys
being educated at double the rate in
the country.

The Politics of Education
Critics have pointed out that

there are schools that Oprah could
have helped in Chicago, home of

lakewood

per child in Oprah’s Leadership Academy total about
$263,158.

The cycle of poverty is closely intertwined with
education. And with the vast inequality of the distribution
of wealth in South Africa, I believe that supporting the
education of these 152 girls is a beautiful and necessary
gesture. The children that Oprah has elected to sponsor
in South Africa are richly deserving of such an opportunity.
Her efforts in the states are also commendable.

However, we must be clear about one thing:  American
youth have access to educational opportunity, but not
equal processes nor results. When one observes the
distribution of funding in the Chicago Public School
system, it only reinforces and highlights the existing

her Harpo Studios corporation.  The
public school system seems to need
help but there is actually no end to
the financial help the public schools
in Chicago, as well as in America,
receives.  The true heart of the
matter is that the children in our
school systems don’t succeed
because the division of wealth
makes public schools like those in
Naperville, a rich population,
receive a higher share of funds
because they have a higher financial
bracket, whereas the people living
on 47th Street and other financially
impoverished areas don’t receive
the funds and programs and books
that you might find in richer
neighborhoods.  It’s
disproportionate and political

because the higher class people
want their funds and tax dollars to
only go to their neighborhoods to
support only their children’s success
and growth.  And believe it is a
RACE and a CLASS issue, they
work hand in hand.

Another factor affecting the
success rate of children in the public
school system is that no one wants
to be a teacher.  No one wants to
come to work with children who
have all of these personal issues that
they bring to the classroom.  They
don’t want to struggle to teach kids
that don’t want to learn.  And they
definitely don’t want to teach when
they don’t feel financially valued
because they will only make 30-
40,000 dollars in the course of their

career while a person working in
corporate America can earn
significantly more.

Oprah’s cut through the politics
and the crap to deal with teachers
happy to help teach these African
young girls and built a school for
girls ready to learn.  If we could cut
through the red tape and the racism
binding our hands in America, we
could structure a public educational
system of competitive proportion
with the rest of the world with the
millions of tax dollars we already
funnel into public education funds.

Angelic Jones is a freelance
writer and editor.  To comment on
this article visit our weblog at:
www.nlcn.org. Angelic can be
reached at
ajoneswrites4u@excite.com.

disparities between the haves and have-nots. The public
school graduation rates of these students reflect just how
deeply dysfunctional these policies are.

The symptoms are clear: social, political and economic
inequalities are not the determinants of getting an
education; these elements determine its quality. Poverty
is central to this debate. Sadly, Chicago’s approach toward
funding education is not an anomaly; any given urban
center is probably addressing the same problem.
Crumbling infrastructure, deficient services and obsolete
learning materials, no matter where you are, is not an
education. This is a policy that does not “work” here or
anywhere.

Jaira J. Harrington is a North Lawndale Chicago
native. She is a senior Political Science major at Spelman
College in Atlanta, Georgia. To comment on this article
visit our weblog at: www.nlcn.org.

LARGE 3 BEDROOM APT - 15th
Spaulding avail. immed $850
monthly - heat included-one month
free contact: Mr. Vaughn (773) 931-
7946
HOUSE FOR RENT - 3 bdrm hse
in Lawndale area hrdwd flrs, 1 lrg
master bdrm, full bsmt w/ forced air
and heating. Avail. 1/1/07 $1300 per
month plus utilities Call Frank Cox
at 708/204-3701
2 BDRM APT - Newly remodeled.
Self heating. Near school and gym in
the Medical Center/Lawndale area.
Sec. 8 welcomed. Call 773/542-5566
or 773/494-5399

FREE
CLASSIFIED

WITH
DISPLAY AD

OF 1/8 OR
LARGER
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Full Tune-Up
Service

6cyl.
$179.00

4 cyl.
$159.00

  8cyl.

 $199.00

Includes plugs, wires, fuel filter, air
filter, P.C.V. valve cap, rotor, oil

change and filter.

MOST CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS

Front or Rear
Brakes Service

Includes installation of front
pads, inspect inspect rotors,

wheelbearing, calipers,
hydraulic system and road test.

Pads and shoes extra.
MOST CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS

$59.99

Front or Rear

MufflersStruts Converter

$19.99

$199.00
$119.99

Inspect exhaust
system for leaks.

Labor Extra.
MOST CARS &

LIGHT TRUCKS

Front or Rear

MOST CARS &
LIGHT TRUCKS

MOST CARS &
LIGHT TRUCKS

Installed
INSTALLED

INTERSTINTERSTINTERSTINTERSTINTERSTAAAAATETETETETE
Muffler & AMuffler & AMuffler & AMuffler & AMuffler & Autututututomotivomotivomotivomotivomotive Re Re Re Re Repairepairepairepairepair

22222158 South Pulaski158 South Pulaski158 South Pulaski158 South Pulaski158 South Pulaski
(corner of Cermak & Pulaski)(corner of Cermak & Pulaski)(corner of Cermak & Pulaski)(corner of Cermak & Pulaski)(corner of Cermak & Pulaski)

ChicagoChicagoChicagoChicagoChicago
773-522-0773-522-0773-522-0773-522-0773-522-0122122122122122

4 Locations to Serve You!
Ogden & Western 312-733-5333

Diagnostic
Testing

$39.99 $39.99

Radiator
Flush

OIL CHANGE,
FILTER, TOP OF
THE FLUIDS &
ENGINE FLUSH

$39.99

The second 24th Ward Aldermanic forum was held
Thursday February 15 at Gethsemane Baptist Church, 3555
W. 15th st.

WVON radio personalities Perri Smalls and Matt McGill,
who moderated the event, delivered a challenge to the four
candidates in attendance to be honest and direct.

Grassroots candidate Mark Carter warned the audience that
his ideas for change in North Lawndale might be too honest
for some.

“I want to first apologize to those who I might offend tonight
because I’m definitely here to bring issues to the table,” Carter
said to rousing applause.

The debate centered primarily on education. Retired school
principal Julius Anderson said his top priority as alderman
would be education reform.

“We must be focused on making sure education is a priority
… it’s an abomination to see the condition of North Lawndale
schools,” he said.

Carter, an ex-offender, said he wants to address the ward’s
growing crime problems before turning to educational
deficiencies. He cited a 2002 study that found 80 percent of
males between the ages of 18 and 45 in North Lawndale are
ex-offenders.

“I don’t see why I would talk on education or educational
background … the people who represent us are some of the
most educated people, but North Lawndale hasn’t changed.”

Thomas Worthy, former development manager for the
Chicago Housing Authority, said his platform calls for an increase
in affordable housing. “We have a growing homeless population
we have to address. Kids don’t have homes,” he said.

Despite the frigid temperatures, over one hundred
community residents attended the event, which was sponsored
by the North Lawndale Community News, Lawndale Christian
Development Corporation, Empowered Citizens of North
Lawndale and Westside Association of Community Action,
LNO, and WVON.

The audience pressed the candidates to address job
availability and economic development in the ward. Candidate
Sharon Dixon argued that discount store Costco would provide
jobs and an affordable place to shop for the community.

“We definitely need a strong economic engine. I also would
like to bring, and I’ve mentioned this before, a Costco here.
We need jobs,” Dixon said.

The three other candidates did not attend the event.  They
were also not in attendance at two other aldermanic forums
held this year.

Four of Seven Candidates, Attend 24th Ward Forum
Ben Protess

24th Ward Aldermanic Candidates, L-R Thomas Worthy, Sharon Dixon, Mark Carter, and Julius Anderson


